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TOPLINES 
1. The volume of social conversations about Greece decreased while posts about Athens increased slightly in January. Pandemic-

related conversations, which increased in December, subsided in January, with the incidence rate down 9 percent from the

previous month.

2. Greece's e-reputation has recovered from December's decline (which was largely driven by pandemic-related conversations),

recording +15 points for Greece and +1 points for Athens from December. The Net Sentiment Score widely surpassed Spain (+24 Vs

Spain) and getting closer to Italy and Portugal (-5 Vs Italy, -11 Vs Portugal).

3. The rebound from December in terms of online social conversations’ polarity is remarkable in most of the Greece’s major

markets, particularly in France, Italy and the United Kingdom. Germany was resilient in December and slightly declined in January.

4. In January, conversations related to frost, exceptional snow and storms in Greece may have affected the image of Greece as “a

warm travel destination”, resonating with climate change conversations. Conversely, the positive sentiment was fueled again by

great position of Greek destinations in rankings (such as TripAdvisor naming Crete as the fifth most popular travel destination for

2022). Contents that more deeply expresses the culture of the country, such as (to name a few specific) the pomegranate being a

symbol of good luck in Greece and the highlight of Greek traditional street vendors also triggered positive sentiments in

conversations.

5. In terms of experience-based reputation, Greece significantly surpasses again the European average + 0,5 points with an

average rating of 9,2, consolidating its positive trends.

6. The visitor sanitary sentiment in January remains positive for Greece (5,7/10). However, Athens' score (4,6/10) was below

European average of 5,3/10 in January.
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